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• ELMo

Contextualized Word Representations 

= Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers

= Embeddings from Language Models

• BERT

Language representations



Symbol grounding problem

(slide adapted from Greg Durrett)



Color test

‣ What color is this?

A) Blue    B) Green   C) Navy  



Color test

‣ What color is this?

A) Pink    B) Violet   C) Purple  



Color test

‣ What color is this?

A) Lime    B) Green   C) Neon  



Color test

‣ What color is this?



Grounding color

‣ Bayesian model for 

grounded color 

semantics 

‣ 829 color descriptions

(McMahan and Stone, 2014)



Gricean maxims

‣ Rules for cooperative, effective communication 

‣ Maxim of quantity: Give as much information as needed, and no 

more 

‣ Maxim of quality: Provide truthful information, supported by 

evidence 

‣ Maxim of relation: Be relevant, say things pertinent to discussion 

‣ Maxim of manner: Be clear, brief and orderly, avoid obscurity and 

ambiguity



Types of grounding

‣ Perception 

‣ Visual: green = [0,1,0] in RGB 

‣ Auditory: loud =   >120 dB 

‣ Taste: sweet = >some threshold level of sensation on taste buds 

‣ High-level concepts: 

cat dog



Types of grounding

‣ Temporal concepts 

‣ late evening = after 6pm 

‣ fast, slow = describing rates of change 

‣ Actions 

‣

running eating



Types of grounding

‣ Relations 

‣ Spatial: 

‣ left, on top of, in front of 

‣ Functional: 

‣ Jacket: keeps people warm 

‣ Mug: holds water 

‣ Size: 

‣ Whales are larger than lions



A chair



A chair

green

medium size

used to sit on

light

fragile

plush

Context is very important!

armless



Semantics does not exist in isolation

Language

Logical forms

Parse trees

Perception

Interaction
Vector 

representations



Some grounding tasks

‣ Vision 

‣ Captioning 

‣ Visual question answering (VQA) 

‣ Spatial reasoning 

‣ Interaction 

‣ Instruction following 

‣ Text-based games



Image captioning

‣ Describe an image in a 

sentence

the girl is licking the spoon of batter



Image captioning

the girl is licking the spoon of batter ‣ Describe an image in a 

sentence 

‣ Requires recognizing 

objects, attributes, relations 

in image 

‣ Caption must be fluent

Applications?

(MS COCO, Chen et al., 2015)



Captioning as multi-modal translation

Text encoder

(e.g. RNN)

Text decoder 
(e.g. RNN)

French English

EnglishImage 
encoder

Text decoder 
(e.g. RNN)

(Donahue et al., 2015, Vinyals et al., 2015)



Convolutional Neural Networks

(source: CS231n, Stanford)
CNN for image classification



Captioning with attention

(Anderson et al., 2018)

Image 
encoder



Captioning with attention

(Anderson et al., 2018)

Image 
encoder



Video captioning

(Venugopalan et al., 2015)



Visual Question Answering

‣ Require multi-modal 

knowledge and 

reasoning 

‣ Well-defined 

evaluation metric 

(accuracy)

(Agrawal et al., 2015)



Visual Question Answering

(Agrawal et al., 2015)

Any issues?



Better multimodal reasoning

(Andreas et al., 2016)

Neural module networks

(Perez et al., 2017)

FiLM



Visual Question Answering

(Goyal et al., 2017)

‣ On deeper examination: 

‣ Just using language is a 

pretty good prior! 

‣ “Do you see a ..” = yes 

(87% of the time) 

‣ “How many…” = 2 (39%) 

‣ “What sport …” = tennis 

(41%)
Balanced VQA

(slide adapted from Greg Durrett)



Spatial Relations

(slide adapted from Greg Durrett)



Spatial Reasoning

(Janner et al., 2017)

(Bisk et al., 2016, Misra et al., 2017)

Robotic Manipulation

Autonomous navigation



Instruction Following

(MacMahon et al., 2006)



Instruction Following

(Chen and Mooney, 2011)



Grounding semantics in control applications

1. Use feedback from control application to understand 
language

2. Use language to improve performance in control applications

+

Score: 7 Score: 107

1. Ghosts chase 
and try to kill you 
2. Collect all the 
pellets 
3. …

Reward  
+1

Alleviate dependence on large scale annotation

Walk across 
the bridge



Improved language understanding translates 
to improved task performance

Reinforcement Learning

• Delayed feedback

ac0on 1 ac0on n
Reward  

+10

• Large number of possible action sequences

      ⇒ How to perform credit assignment for individual actions

      ⇒ Need for effective exploration



Playing Civilization by reading game manuals

Neural network for policy (Branavan et al., 2012)



Text-based games

You are standing in an open field 
west of a white house, with a 
boarded front door. There is a 

small mailbox here.

 open mailbox

 go east

 search field

HouseField

Mailbox

Underlying game state (h1) 

(Narasimhan et al., 2015)



Text-based games

House

 open mailbox

Mailbox

Field
You are standing in an open field 

west of a white house, with a 
boarded front door. There is a 

small mailbox here.



Text-based games

House

Mailbox Leaflet

Field

Opening the mailbox reveals a 
leaflet.

Underlying game state (h2) 



Loca%on: Field 

Wind level: 3 

Time: 12pm  

You are standing in an open field 
west of a white house, with a 
boarded front door. There is a 

small mailbox here.

 No symbolic representation available

You are standing in an open field 
west of a white house, with a 
boarded front door. There is a 

small mailbox here.

You are in an open field next to a 
white house. The house’s front 
door is boarded shut. You see a 

small mailbox here.

 Varying text descriptions



Opportunity

Grounded language learning

You are standing in an open field 
west of a white house, with a 
boarded front door. There is a 

small mailbox here.
 open mailbox



Opportunity

Grounded language learning

In-game rewards provide unstructured feedback

+10 gold +5 health



Results

Quest completion (%)
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Visualizing Learnt Representations

“Kitchen”

“Living room”

“Bedroom”

“Garden”

t-SNE visualization of vectors learnt by agent



Contextual Action Language Model (CALM)

• Want: Generate sensible action 
commands 

• Idea: Train a single language 
model to generate action 
candidates for any game 

• Actions are subsequently 
reranked by an RL agent using 
game-specific rewards

(Yao et al., 2020)



Semantics does not exist in isolation

Language

Logical forms

Parse trees

Perception

Interaction
Vector 

representations




